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In the following, c shall denote the unit circle { z / z / = 11 , and 
D the unit disc {z jz]<1J. 
Bagemihl and Seidel have shoWh that if the set of Fatpu J?Oin~~ for 
a normal holomor;phic function in D has measure zero on some subarc r 
of C, then r contains a Fntou -point for the value OC ( [3, Th. 3] ) , 
In this connection, attention was called to the following problem: Does the 
assertion above remain true if it is only assumed that the measure of the 
set of Fc.lou points in every subarc r of r is smaller than the length of 
1 ? 
Here we give some partial results in this direction. Thus the ques-
tiun is answered affirmatively if (in addition to the conditions above) the 
set of those s t: r for which f is bounded on some Jordan arc ending at 
5, is a residual set in~. 
Host of our considel:'ations are concerned with asymptotic values for 
arbitrary holonorphic functions in D, the results on .Fatou points for 
normal functions being almost immediate consequ~nces (when well-known 
properties of these functions are taken into account). 
Proofs will be published elsewhere. 
1. In what follows, S0 , s- and ~ S denote interior, closure and. 
boundary of the set s. 
A simple, continuous curve r in D, describedby z(t), tf[0,1 
is termed a b£_undary ~ath if z( t) ~ 1 (of. e.g. [1, p. 26:i]). The 
set c n d r shall be called the ~ oi·-y.'. It consists either of a single 
point or of a closed arc (of. e.g. [3, p. 93-94] ). 
The boundary path (' is said to be an as:ymptotic path for the func-
tion r (for the value o( ) if lim r ( z ( t)) exists (and equals Q() (of. 
t~1 
) ' 
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e • g. [ 7 , p • 48 J ) . If 1 has only one end point ~ , that is: if 
r !J{(! is a Jordan arc, then we term y an asymptotic arc. In this case 
Sis an asym:ptotio point for Cfi (for the value o<) (of. e.g. [16, p. 144]), 
The set of asymptotic points will be denoted by A(cP). 
I 
The set of asymptotic 
points for 00 and the set of asymptotic points for finite values will be de-
r:f.' 
noted by A (rp), resp. A0 (r.p). 
several values. In particular 
A point S may be an asymptotic point for 
A0 (Cf) (} A4:p) need not be empty (though it is 
always countable, of. ~1, p. 3~). 
Tho concepts above may also be defined for a general domain G. In 
that case we use the notation A(rf ,r;), etc. 
- A point ~ e:d@ is said to be an accessible boundary point for G if 
there exi~ts a Jordan arc lying wholly in G except for one end point, 
which is S' (see e.g. [ 4~ p. 29]). Clearly A(fO,G) consists of accessible 
boundary points for G. 
If the ray from the origin to the point r= ie e is an asymptotic 
arc for the value of..., that is: if lim cp (r eie) = c(, then rp has the 
r~1 * 
radial limit ()( at S • We shall denote this limit by <f' C~S). It is we 11 
(():If known that T exists almost everywhere on C if r is holonorphio and 
bounded in D. In this case lim P(z) even exists uniformly in every Stolz 
z-4r 
domain at S • (Fatou's theorem, see e.g. [ 9, p. 136}. A Stolz domain at 
r :::: eie is a domain of the form [ z € D : I arg ( 1 - z e-i&) I< ~- J J 
~) 0).. Generally a point where <p satisfies this last condition is called 
a Fatou point for !f' • We shall denote the set of such points by F(Cf). 
We now state some results on the behaviour of the measure of sets by 
th . (/)1ft e mappJ.ng 7 • let m(S) denote the (linear) measure of the set s. 
lemma 1. If ~ is a conformal mapping of D onto a Jordan domain with 
-
rectifiable boundary, then m(y1((E)) = 0 if m(E) = 0. (See e.g. 
[9, p. 318]). 
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An easy conse~uence of this lemma is the follow~ing generalization of 
Fatou's iiheorem (with apprdpriate generalization of the concept 11Fatou point". 
See e.g. [8, p. 124]). 
Proposition 1. Let f be bounded and holomorphic in a Jordan domain H 
with rectifiable bormdary d H. Then almost all points of ) H are asymptotic 
points (and even Fato.upoints) for f. 
2. Let 4 be a subarc of c. (By a subarc of C we shall always mean an 
open arc.) By a Koebe seguence of arcs relative to~ we mean a sequence 
{ru}n of Jordan arcs in D such that 
1) For every ~ 7 o, f?.n C { z E. D 
but finitely many n 
}z/ ~ / - [ } for all 
2) Every sector S subtending an arc f' , 
property that for all but finitely many 
where r-c <) , 
n, the arc r 
n 
has the 
contains 
a subn.rc y n lying wholly in S except for its end points, which 
lie on distinct sides of s. 
Let c be a constant (c = OC is allowed). We say that f tends to 
o along the KOebe sequence { ~ } n if for every F" / 0, /f(z)- cj<- t 
( {f(z)/) 1 if 0 = S)CI) for all Z€ ln and all but finitely many ~ n. 
(These definitions are formd in [ 2, p. 9]). 
If f tends to c along some Koebe sequence relative toLl , then 4 
shall be called a Koebe nrc for c. Clearly a subaro of a Koebe arc for o 
is a Koebe arc for c. 
Now let G be a subdomain of D. We define * G as the set which 
consists of every point contained in some Jordan domain bounded by a Jordan 
O""""re l. n G-0 • G ~ ~ . 1 t d d G C a*. ~v lS Sl~p y connec e , an 
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Henceforth f shall always denote a function which is holomorphic 
in D, For every positive number~, we defineg 
Uot = ( z ~ D : { f(z) I :::> o(} ' vr:J... = { zE D : /f(z) I<: :X..} f 
composed of a subset of 0 , and a countable number 
Then the boundary of e o.ch component o'f U oi.. and of V o< is/ 
of Jordan arcs and boundary paths in D, on which jf(z)j =c(, 
The boundary of a component U of U~ always contains a non-emEty subset 
of c, according to the maximum principle, It is also easily verified that 
f is bounded in U ~ if it is bounded in U • 
Vk now state a result which is crucial for what follows, 
Proposition 2. Let f be bounded in a subdomain G og D. Suppose that 
C 11) G contain!!_E:.n arc_.6 , and that [f( z)/ == D< for every z E D fl () G, 
Then either there is a component U of U...:: where C n ~ U is contained in 
.A and contains at most one accessible bounda.rz point for U ~ or f is 
bounded in a Jordan domain H with rectifiable boundary containing a sub-
nrc of .6 or Ll contains a Koebe arc for 00, 
The idea of the proof is straight-forwn~d, but the proof is rather 
long when carried out in detail. 
Propositions 1 and 2 together have the following consequence: 
Corollary. If the condi~ions of Prop, 2 are satisfied, and there are no 
components of U¢ with the properties described in Prop, 2, and if 
m( }' n A(f)) < m(r-) for every sub arc Y of 4 then <I contains a Koebe 
arc for rx:; • 
' 
We have noted, and utilized, the fact that if 'fJ maps D con-
formally onto H, then yv* maps zero-sets onto zero-sets if H has rectifi-
able boundary. Now we record a generalization of 10wner 1 s lemma, roughly 
stating that sets of positive measure are mapped on sets of positive measure 
(see e,g. [1, p. 34]. Cf. also [9, p. 322]). 
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( cp ('i) / < 1 
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z f D, let E be a. subset of C such that fr * (£) / = 1 for 5 f' E. 
the outer measure of p ~(E) is positive if thewinner m~~~~~f E is 
positive. 
Then 
! 
The next result (which is essentially contained in [2, p. 16], though not 
explicitely stated), follows from Lemma 2. 
Proposition 3. If f is bounded on some component U of U~, then 
A0 (f, U~) II c __ _2_9_l'ltains a set of positive measure. 
The proof is carried out by mapping U ~ conformally onto a unit disc D~ 
(in a S -plan) and using Lemma. 2, taking into account the fact that if fer 
a bounded holomorphic function cr· in n5, 1 <t){-/ is bounded by a constant 
D( o.lmost everywhere on CS', then / y:j / is bounded by D( in Dr• 
l· A useful tool in the study of asymptotic behaviour is the concept of 
' 
a "tract n, An ( a.symptot ic) tract for f (for the value ~ ) is a. family 
n ' 
where J o( l \. n~n is a sequence of real numbers increasing to Ct-' 
and each n 1 W is a component of n U d. , such that W for n2 
Clearly (/ W = 0. 
n n 
n 
The connected set (which is 
non-empty and contained in C) is called the end of the tract. If E con-
sists of a single point, then the tract is called a point tract, otherwise 
it is a.n arc tract. (For these concepts, se [6, p. 142], where a slightly 
different, though essentially equivalent, definition of the concept 11tract!T 
is given.) 
A boundary path r belongs to the tract 
n 1 r is eventually contained in w 
n 
(that is: 
{ wn ,r:x n r n if for every 
z(t) €- W for t grGo.ter 
n 
than some t ). We formally state as a proposition an almost obvious result 
n 
on asymptotic paths and tracts. 
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,Froposition 4. .To e'Vecy t:rt;l.Ct fqi' C<J there belongs an asymptotic path 
for oat the end of which is contained in the ~n~~· 
Thus in particular the pa.th ~ is a.n asymptotic nrc if the tract is 
a. point tract. (Naturally r may be a.n asymptotic nrc even if the tract is 
a.n arc tract.) 
A rather obVious consequence of ea.rlier results is thefollowing~ 
Proposition 5. Let f' be a. suba.rc of C, a.nd a.ssume tha.t for some 
number o<.. there is a. conponent U of Uot.. such tha.t m( rrt A(f, U*)) = O. 
Then either r contains a. point S ~ Aou(f), or r contains a. Koebe nrc 
for CP. 
The argument is a.s follows~ According to Prop. 3, f is unbounded 
on every component of u 
n 
contained in U ~for n :?! !;!( 1 a.nd so n tract for 
GQ ma.y be built inductively. If there is w! asymptotic path which is not a.n 
arc belonging to the tract, then a.n easy argument establishes the existence 
of a. Koe be sub arc oft for CO • 
We now define the fa.mily W (o~,) a.s follows g 
W is a. component of U ~ or of VI>(}. 
Further we write 
R(o<) = U{~w n c 
Theorem 1. Let r be n suba.rc of C such tha.t m( Y li A(f)) < m( r) for 
every suba.rc y of r. Further assume tha.t there is a. sequence { ll( (n)} n 
of rea.l numbers increasing to iP, such tha.t nmLJn / :m R(t>((n)) is a. residual 
set in r . Then r either contains a.n asymptotic point for Co or a. Koe be 
a.rc for OC. 
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We give a.n outline of the proof~ -If there is a. number ~ such that 
for some component U of ~ , C () d U is contained in f and contains at 
most one accessible boundary point for :11-u ' then the result immediately fol-
lows from Prop. 5. 
Assume that there is no such~ • We remark that for every o<. , 7J} (q:) 
is a. countable fo.mily, According to Bo.ire's category theorem, some 
R~ (n1)) is of the second category in r, and so there is a. W1t I}A!( cJ...(n1)) 
such that r 11 d w 1 contains a.n arc r 1 
NowiJ > R(~(n)) is a. residual 
n n 1 
(since {', J w1) is closed. 
set in{' ' and a. fortiori in r 1. 
Continuation of the argument shows that we may inductively construct a. fa.m~ly 
{ c<. ( n i ) ' r i ' w i t i where w i f. 1il(cx ( n i ) ) ' r i c r i -/1 J w i ' and 
n. r. = r ) .J for some _r G r , 
J. J. \. 
If f is bounded in some W., then the Corollary to Prop. 2 
J. 
establishes the existence of a. Koebe arc for 1)0 • 
If f is unbounded in W., then 
J. 
W. is a. component of U ( ) 
J. ~ n. 
J. 
It may then be shown that f W., o( (n.) l . 
\. J. J. ~J. is a tract for .00 , and the 
existence of a. Koebe arc or an o.sym:ptotic arc for 00 easily follows, 
We now define the set B(f) as followsz 
B(f) = { )€ C z there is a. Jordan arc ending o.t ~ on which f is 
bounded ·y. 
Clearly A0 (f) C: B(f). 
Theorem 2. let r be a. subo.rc of C such that m( ¥;" f1 A( f)) < m(y) for 
every subo.rc t· of ( 1, and suppose that B(f) is a residual set in r. 
Then r contains an asymptotic point for cc_. 
For proof vve observe that B(f) C fl. U R(n) , and that r can 
m n>m 
contain no Koebe arc for 00, since B(f) is dense in f'. Thus the condi-
tions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, 
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.1.• A holc\morphio function f iS said to be normo.l if the family 
{ f 0 s : S is a conformal mapping of D onto itself } 
1s a. normal family (see [5, P• 53J)• A non~cbrtstdnt no~~1 holomorphic 
function has no Koebe arc (see [2, p. 10)). Further if a. normal holomorphic 
has the asymptotic value D<. at a point S' , then 5 is a. Fntou point for the 
value 0\. (see [5, p. 53]). 
In view of these properties of normal functions, our Theorem 1 yields 
the following result~ 
Theorem 3. let f be a normal holomoryhic function in D, and let r be 
a suba.rc of c such that m( t n F(f)).<:: m(r) for every subarc ( of r. 
Further c.ssume that there is a sequence { o< l of real numbers increasing 
nin 
to (}C. such that n u 
m :n>m 
R(o< ) is a. residual set in r . Then r contains 
n 
a Fa.tou point for the value 00 • 
Simila.rily Theoren 2 implies the result announced in the introduction. 
Theorem 4. let f be o. norma.l holomorphic function in D, and let r be 
a. suba.ro of c such that m( (ll F(f)l_< m( I") for every suba.rc ( of r. 
Further suppose that 13(f) is a residual set in {' Then (' contains a. 
Fa.tou point for the value 00. 
Remo.rk. The result of J3a.gemihl-Seidel is that Theorem 4 is true without the 
condition on 13(f)' if m((n A( f)) == 0 for some subo.rc r of r. If there 
is no such suba.rc r of r· then certainly the set o~ Fa.tou points is d.enae ' 
in r. So in this case 13(f) is dense in r. We have not been able to 
show that this condition (together with m(!''l F(f)) < m(() for every sub-
arc r of f' ) is sufficient to imply the conclusion of our theorem. Our 
stronger condition is that B(f) is a. residual set in f'. 
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Errata: 
p.1, 1. 22: for "if z( t) ~ 1 ••• " read "If 
t ~ 1 
tz(t)l ~ 1 ••• 11 
t ~ 1 
p.5, 1. 16: for "and each a, •.. 11 read "and for each n, ••• 11 
